ETS Update: Week of April 24, 2019

1. No current modifications to Traffic Patterns. Asphalt Restoration anticipated first week in May. Modified traffic patterns resume during asphalt restoration.
2. Heavy work at Workshaft #12 along Donges Bay Rd anticipated for completion in early May.
3. The first diversion structure is connected at Workshaft #8 in the Zedler intersection.
4. Tunneling completed between Workshafts #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14, #15.
5. Tunneling in progress between Workshaft #15 & #16 in Stone Creek Drive.
6. Katherine Kearney Park remains OPEN, except for fenced areas CLOSED for restoration.

Schedule is subject to change based on the progress of the contractor, weather and ground conditions.